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GROUP DISCUSSION: Exploring the requirements of the 
two stakeholders and their relationship in order to 
influence effective giving for thriving communities.
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Defining Social Intelligence  in a Community Foundation Context

• The ability to negotiate complex social relationships and environments, eg. 
understanding and articulating the complexities of communities, the issues 
they face, their needs and the aspirations they have – and their inter-
connectedness and interdependency;

• Ability to get along well with others and to get them to co-operate with you 
and form rewarding relationships, eg. via community relations, 
consultations and relationship building;

• A system through which information about a particular entity is collected 
for the benefit of another through the use of more than one inter-related 
source, eg. gathering national and local data on communities.
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Using social intelligence to influence giving: Vital Signs Globally



UK Vital Signs: Aims
UK Vital Signs aims to guide and inspire giving by community 

foundation locality to ensure thoughtful and strategic 
community philanthropy, sharing local voices and information, 

undertaken in collaboration with a number of Community 
Foundations in the UK.

UK Vital Signs is based on Vital Signs Canada which 
supports local action on social problems and as a vehicle 

for raising the profile and influence of the Canadian 
Community Foundation movement.

Please visit www.vitalsignscanada.ca for more details.





UK Vital Signs: What is it?
• A giving guide and a community philanthropy report by CF locality;

• It reports by a set 10 social themes with additional extras for a CF to add;

• It contains statistics from a national database reported by theme & area;

• It contains summaries of an area via reports & surveys;

• It contains community voices from the results of community engagement 
activities & consultations on issues, needs , assets and aspirations;

• It provides guidance to local philanthropists, Philanthropy Fellows and donors 
on how to prioritise their giving, refresh their grant criteria or start supporting 
communities;

• It is published on 1 October each year with UK & Canadian participants either as 
a full or ‘mini’ report.

Annual Cost: £3,500 - £25,000 per community foundation, dependant on aims & resources.





UK Vital Signs: Opportunities & Benefits
1. Increase effectiveness of grant-making, using community intelligence;

2. Better inform donors on needs, issues & aspirations for impactful giving;

3. Provide a tool for Philanthropy Fellows (UK) for education and debate;

4. Provide community engagement opportunities to improve outreach & links;

5. Provide a new business tool to demonstrate the community as a cause;

6. Demonstrate a CF’s credibility as a community knowledge hub;

7. Provide profile raising opportunities for debate & comment;

8. Enable better and more informed connections across communities;

9. Use as a lobbing & campaigning tool, as required, backed by Vital Signs;

10. Designed & piloted by CFs, offering a toolkit to deliver Vital Signs.
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Source: Community Foundations of Canada, 2013
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Using Social Intelligence

Overview of UK Philanthropy 
Advising Framework
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Defining Philanthropy Advice 

• Advising within our Community Foundation role of philanthropy 
facilitation, alongside our roles as grant-makers/social investors and 
community leaders;

• Advice elements can include: Creating grant criteria; social impact 
investment advice; providing evaluation, monitoring and impact 
assessment; finding projects or organisations for philanthropists to 
support and learn about; developing & testing a Theory of Change; 
endowment building guidance; information on tax implications of 
donations, or the legal aspects.
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Examples of Leading Advising: Rockefeller

“The diverse staff of 40 at Rockefeller Philanthropy 
Advisors is led by experienced grantmakers who bring a 
significant depth of knowledge across multiple issue 
areas. 

RPA’s team-oriented approach stresses confidentiality, 
effectiveness and customization. Each client works with 
a team of advisors whose expertise directly matches 
their interests and needs. Donors find this approach to 
be a far less time-intensive and more cost-effective 
alternative to hiring full-time staff.”



Examples of Leading Advising: AiP
“The typical AiP member is an entrepreneur-minded 

professional advisor with a deep passion and commitment to 
collaborate with like minded professionals from all over the 
world. 

He or She has been in business for at least 15 years, and has a 
strong desire to build and/or improve upon the deliverables 
he/she is currently offering clients, particularly in the area of 
Philanthropic Planning. 

The AiP member is charitable themselves, active in Non Profit 
organizations in their own community, and is very generous 
with their time, talents, and treasures. He/She has already 
received years of specialized training in tax, legal, financial, 
fiduciary, or Non-Profit Leadership...”



Developing Requirements in the                            
UK movement (1)

Abilities, Knowledge & Skills

• Investment knowledge
• Knowledge of good community groups
• Ability to listen
• Training
• Passion & Enthusiasm
• Ability to meet the donor where they are and                                  

take them on a journey
• Be non-judgemental

“The ability to be flexible whilst the relationship develops is crucial.”



Tools
• Time spent with philanthropists
• Strategic planning with them
• Monitoring social impact
• Project visits

“Knowing the groups and local issues is one thing. 
Knowing the most effective solutions is another...”

Developing Requirements in the                            
UK movement (2)



The Philanthropy Advising Framework
• Testing CF competencies, experience and skills

• Piloted via Recruitment & Induction, Appraisals & Reviews or 
Strategic Development & Implementation

• 14 out of 46 Community Foundations participating in 2015/16

• Created by Community Foundations with CASS Business 
School (City of London University

• Described as “ground-breaking” for the UK

Developing Requirements in the                            
UK movement (3)



What does success look like in advising?
Top Three Requirements:
• Demonstrating social impact
• Communicating effectively
• Measuring results

“Being recognised as a community focused organisation, where 
genuine philanthropic conscious people know our value.”

“CFs need to seek/gain the pole position in the market as 'the’ place 
to go for the latest thinking on social impact and social investment.”

“To complete the goal, CF staff need to gain more experience with 
the skills of working with ...donors, coaching, and introducing 
donors to developing their own giving strategy.”



Connecting the Donor’s View 
with the Community’s View

Group Discussion
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Exploring the Connection: What are the 
Requirements & the Relationship

The Community’s 
View via

Social Intelligence

The Donor’s View via
Philanthropy Advice
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DISCUSSION
What are the requirements of the two 

stakeholders and their relationship in order 
to influence effective giving?



Exploring the Connection: What happens 
when there is a mismatch?

The Community’s 
View

Social Intelligence

The Donor’s View via
Philanthropy Advice
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DISCUSSION
What happens when donor interests don’t match 

community priorities?
Does it matter if they don’t match?



Exploring the Connection: 
Matching Interests or Meeting Needs

The Community’s 
View

Social Intelligence

Tools:
Unrestricted funds, eg. 

Vital Funds

Themed funding 
programmes

The Donor’s View via
Philanthropy Advice

Tools: 
Donor education 
programmes, eg. 

Philanthropy Fellowship

Donor briefings
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Using social intelligence to influence giving

New findings to be shared at:

Community Foundations of Canada Conference 2015,              
7 – 9 May, Calgary

UK Community Foundations Conference 2015,                         
23 – 25 September, Belfast

Session Presenter:

Cathy Elliott, Chief Executive, Community Foundations for
Lancashire & Merseyside, UK and                                                      
Trustee of UK Community Foundations

Email: cathy.elliott@cflm.email
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